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Ryanair grabs European market share
this winter as most legacies lose out
The start of the W21/22 season has seen Ryanair launch almost
250 new routes, way more than any other airline in Europe (or
the world for that matter). As a result, analysis of Cirium Data
and Analytics schedule data for November 2021 shows that its
share of intra-European seat capacity has increased to 17.6%,
which is 5.7 percentage points higher than what it was
achieving in pre-pandemic November 2019. Only three other
airlines have more than 5% of the market; Turkish Airlines with
6.3%, easyJet with just over 6% and Lufthansa with almost
5.8%. While the vast majority of carriers are still operating at
below their November 2019 levels, Ryanair’s seat capacity in
November 2021 is 12% higher than this time two years ago.
A look at Europe’s top 20 airlines for intra-European seat
capacity shows that 13 of them have lost market share
compared with two years while seven have gained. The only
airlines that have gained at least 0.5 percentage points of share
are all (U)LCCs (shown in red), with Wizz Air, Pegasus Airlines
and Pobeda joining Ryanair in making significant market share
gains. However, not all LCCs have gained market share as a
result of the pandemic, with easyJet losing 1.5 percentage
points of market share (the most of any airline in Europe) and
both Eurowings and Norwegian losing
just over 0.5 percentage points. It is
noteworthy that Ryanair’s market share
of 17.6% is greater than that of its four
nearest (U)LCC rivals (easyJet, Wizz Air,
Pegasus Airlines and Vueling) combined.

highest amount reveals which carriers might be said to have
done well during the pandemic. Apart from the four (U)LCCs
already mentioned and shown in the first graph, three other
low-cost carrier have increased their market share by more
than 0.3 percentage points. They are Blue Air, Transavia France
and Volotea. Three regional carriers with a strong focus on
domestic routes have also done well. Olympic Air and Sky
Express in Greece, and Widerøe in Norway all rank in the top 15
for market share growth.
Three Russian carriers are also featured in addition to Pobeda.
S7 Airlines, Nordwind Airlines and Smartavia have all grown
their share of intra-European capacity compared with two years
ago. The only other top 15 carrier not already mentioned is
SunExpress, the leisure airline formed as a joint venture
between Lufthansa and Turkish Airlines back in the late 80s.
Looking at airline groups, Lufthansa Group has 12.3% (down
from 14.5%), IAG has 9.0% (down from 10.5%) and Air France/
KLM Group have 7.7% (up from 7.3%). For comparison, in the
US domestic market, four carriers (American, Delta, Southwest
and United) all have between 15% and 20% of the market as
measured by seat capacity.

Legacy carriers losing market share

The figures speak for themselves.
Ryanair has launched almost 250 new
routes this winter, which represents
over 60% of ALL European routes
launched at the beginning of the winter
season. It has also increased its market
share of intra-European seat capacity
from 12% to almost 18% in the last two
years. That’s some statement of intent.

Of the 12 legacy carriers in the top 20,
nine have lost market share compared
with November 2019. Only three (Iberia,
KLM and Turkish Airlines) have gained
market share and none by more than 0.2
percentage points. Lufthansa and British
Airways have both seen their market
share drop by a whole percentage point,
while ITA Airways/Alitalia and SAS have
both lost around 0.9 of a percentage
point.
Looking at which other airlines have

Elsewhere we take a detailed look at increased their market share by the
the busiest airports in Italy and Turkey,
and look in more detail at where
Alitalia’s replacement ITA Airways is
(and isn’t) flying. With Ukraine having
signed a Common Aviation Area
agreement with the EU, we see what’s
going on in that market.
From North America we have details
on two relatively new airlines, aha! and
Contour Airlines, plus a summary of
the latest trends and 112 new routes.
Please remember to keep checking the
www.airserviceone.com website for
regular data-driven analysis provided
by The ANKER Report.
Ralph Anker
(ralph@anker-report.com)
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394 new services launched in five weeks by 35 airlines in Europe; 191
airports in 57 countries involved as Ryanair dominates once again
In the five weeks since The ANKER Report was last
published, Europe’s airlines have again been busy
starting a significant number of new routes. This analysis
covers the period of Saturday 9 October to Friday 12
November. This timeframe included the start of the
northern hemisphere W21/22 season, which officially
began on Sunday 31 October.
While The ANKER Report would like to believe that it has
identified all of the new routes launched across Europe
during this period, the reality is that several new services
are likely to have been overlooked for a variety of
reasons. Feel free to let me know via my e-mail.
Almost 400 routes launched in last four weeks
However, what can be said with reasonable confidence is
that at least 394 new routes involving European airports
have been identified and confirmed, as a result of
checking airline websites, published schedule data, flight
tracking websites and the airports and airlines
themselves. That equates to an average of around 11
new routes per day. Around two-thirds of the routes
launched faced no direct competition.
These routes have been launched by 35 airlines
(including some from outside of Europe) and involve
over 191 airports across almost 60 countries. Yes, the
last five weeks has seen new routes added between
Europe and regions outside of Europe, including Africa
(Air France to Gambia), Asia (Vistara from Delhi to Paris
CDG), the Caribbean (Aer Lingus to Barbados), the
Middle East (Air France and Edelweiss to Muscat) and
North America (Finnair to the US from Stockholm ARN).
For full details of all these new routes, including weekly
frequency, aircraft type, sector length and competitor
analysis, please check out the downloadable New
European Route Database (NERD) file, which can be
downloaded free from www.anker-report.com or
www.airserviceone.com.
Ryanair leads the way once more
Among airlines, one carrier has been way ahead of all
others (yet again), Ryanair. Its 244 new routes account
for 62% (!) of all new services launched during the last
five weeks involving airports in Europe. This has included
opening new bases in Agadir (Morocco), Billund
(Denmark), Riga (Latvia), Stockholm ARN (Sweden) and
Turin (Italy).
Next comes Vueling with 30. These are mostly from its
expanded base at Paris ORY, where it acquired slots that
Air France was forced to hand back as part of an
agreement regarding the French government’s financial
support during the pandemic. Four other (U)LCCs
celebrated the addition of 10 or more new routes to
their network; easyJet, Eurowings, Volotea and Wizz Air.
Three Nordic carriers all added four new routes; Finnair
from Stockholm ARN, Flyr from Oslo and SAS from its
Swedish airports.
Paris ORY top for new route launches
Of the top 19 airports for most new services, six were in
Spain, three were in Italy and two were in France. The
remaining eight airports are all in different countries.
Paris ORY is maybe the surprise leader in this category,
but this is thanks to all the new routes launched by
Vueling, plus additional services from Transavia France.
Stockholm ARN benefits from the opening of Ryanair’s
base at the airport as well as Finnair’s new long-haul
services and three SAS routes. Rome FCO’s 23 new
routes are split between Ryanair (13), Wizz Air (five),
Volotea (three), plus Flyr and Transavia with one each.
Italy beats Spain for new services
Italy beats Spain, France, UK and Germany for being
involved in most new services during the last five weeks.
Italy’s 121 new routes involved 24 different Italian
airports. Spain’s 99 routes were spread across 18
airports. Although Morocco is not in Europe, it appears
in these rankings primarily because of Ryanair opening
its base in Agadir as well as adding routes to Europe
from several other Moroccan airports.
Among the more exotic countries celebrating the launch
of a service from Europe were Angola, Barbados, Cape
Verde, Gambia, Jamaica, Jordan, Mauritius, Mexico,
Oman and Trinidad & Tobago.
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ITA Airways launches on 15 October 2021 with 52 aircraft and over 60
routes by next summer; heavy focus on domestic routes this winter
Italy’s ‘new’, government-owned airline, ITA Airways
(IATA code AZ, same as its predecessor Alitalia), officially
launched operations on Friday 15 October. The airline
plans to operate with 52 Airbus aircraft this winter
(seven A330-200s, 27 A320s and 18 A319s). The airline’s
future fleet plans appear to be 100% focussed on Airbus
aircraft, including the A220-series.
All routes either from Rome FCO or Milan LIN
ITA’s schedule data, as provided to Cirium Data and
Analytics, shows, that for the week commencing 18
October 2021, ITA is planning to operate 34 routes from
Rome FCO and a further 16 from Milan LIN. Since there is
a route between Rome FCO and Milan LIN that makes a
total of 49 routes at present. The destinations served are
all the ones the airline indicated it would service in a
September press release with the exceptions of some
long-haul routes which have been delayed and are likely
to start at some point in 2022. As a result, ITA Airways is
currently serving the following destinations:

Italy: Brindisi, Bologna, Bari, Catania, Rome FCO, Genoa,
Milan LIN, Naples, Palermo, Pescara, Reggio Calabria,
Lamezia Terme, Turin, Trieste, Venice and Verona
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East: Algiers,
Amsterdam, Athens, Barcelona, Brussels, Düsseldorf,
Frankfurt, Geneva, Cairo, London LHR, Madrid, Malta,
Marseille, Munich, Nice, Paris CDG, Paris ORY, Tirana, Tel
Aviv, Tunis and Zurich
Rest of the world: New York JFK
The destinations currently set to be added during 2022
are:
March 2022: Boston, Florence, Luxembourg, Miami and
Stuttgart
June 2022: Los Angeles, Malaga
July 2022: Valencia
August 2022: Sofia
Some destinations (such as Belgrade, Buenos Aires, Sao
Paulo, Tokyo HND and Washington) have been
announced, but are not currently showing up in Cirium
Data and Analytics schedule data.
Domestic routes dominate ASK rankings
Measured by ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) which
takes into account sector length, weekly frequency and
aircraft size, seven of ITA’s top 10 routes in November
are domestic (shown in purple). London LHR, Madrid and
New York JFK are the only international routes to feature
in the top 10. This highlights the key role that domestic
services will play for the airline as it tries to win the
hearts and minds of a potentially sceptical public.
Overall, just under 60% of the airline’s ASKs will be on
routes from Rome FCO in November and just over 40%
from its Milan LIN routes. Next year, when more longhaul routes start to operate from Rome, this gap will
widen and Rome will again become the dominant airport
for ASKs. However, until then, it highlights how
important the airline’s Linate routes will be to the airline
over the coming winter season.

What’s been dropped?

Sardinian routes taken up by Volotea at short notice

While airlines love to tell you what they are doing, they
very rarely tell you about things they have stopped
doing. The pandemic had already seen Alitalia reduce its
Rome FCO network from almost 90 non-stop
destinations in August 2019 to just 57 in August 2021.
Similarly, its Milan LIN network was cut from 37 routes in
summer 2019 to 23 this summer.

As mentioned previously, ITA’s network from Rome and
Milan does not (currently) include any destinations in
Sardinia. To ensure continuity of service the authorities
invited a number of airlines to bid for these routes.
Volotea won the contract for seven months (until 14
May 2022) and now offers multiple-daily flights between
three airports in Sardinia and Rome/Milan. This is the
first time that Volotea has served Rome FCO.

A comparison of schedule data for November 2021 with
August 2021 shows ITA no longer serving the three
airports of Sardinia (Alghero, Cagliari and Olbia) as well
as nine Greek holiday destinations, four Spanish holiday
destinations and two Croatian holiday destinations.
The situation from Linate is similar, with no services to
Sardinia, as well as no winter flights to Comiso,
Lampedusa and Pantelleria in Italy; Ibiza, Menorca and
Palma de Mallorca in Spain, and Rhodes in Greece.
Whether these holiday routes return in 2022 has yet to
be confirmed.
Significant gaps among European capitals
As the new Italian flag-carrier, one might imagine that
one of the airline’s key requirements would be to serve
the majority of Europe’s major cities from its home base
in Rome. However, analysis of the airline’s schedule data
reveals that a significant number of major European
cities will not be served by ITA Airways, at least not in
the airline’s first year of operation. These include Berlin,
Bucharest, Budapest, Copenhagen, Dublin, Helsinki,
Istanbul, Kiev, Lisbon, Moscow, Oslo, Prague, Riga, St.
Petersburg, Stockholm, Tallinn, Vienna, Vilnius and
Warsaw.

Alghero-Milan LIN: 14-weekly
Alghero-Rome FCO: 21-weekly

Cagliari-Milan LIN: 28-weekly
Cagliari-Rome FCO: 35-weekly
Olbia-Milan LIN: 14-weekly
Olbia-Rome FCO: 21-weekly
Initial performance promising
Since launching operations on 15 October, ITA Airways
has been welcomed into the SkyTeam alliance and also
announced a codeshare partnership with Air Malta.
Operationally, it has been reported that in the airline’s
first two weeks a total of 2,764 flights were operated of
which 1,942 (70%) were on domestic routes.
In terms of punctuality, ITA Airways achieved an on-time
performance of just under 85%, while the average load
factor was 57%. The airline will face a challenging winter,
as competition, especially at Rome FCO, has intensified
during the pandemic with the arrival of Wizz Air and a
significant expansion of services from Ryanair.

Bees Airline of Ukraine operates four 737-800s; Odessa expansion
Bees Airline (IATA code 7B) is a relatively new carrier
that launched in Ukraine in March 2021. It currently
operates a fleet of four 189-seat 737-800s, all of which
were previously flown by Ukraine International Airlines.
Its main base is at Kiev IEV, but it recently revealed plans
to expand from Odessa with a number of new routes.
After launching scheduled service with a flight to
Yerevan in Armenia on 29 April, Bees Airline quickly
added regular flights from the Ukrainian capital to
Batumi in Georgia, Larnaca in Cyprus and Tbilisi in
Georgia. From the end of June, it also began seasonal
service to Bourgas and Varna in Bulgaria as well as
several destinations in Greece. It also added 2-weekly
service to Alicante on 20 August. A domestic service to
Odessa commenced on 14 October, with Sharjah service
following from 20 October. Just before Christmas, the
airline plans to add 3-weekly service to Barcelona.

and Yerevan back in June, but has recently added
domestic service to Kiev IEV as well as Prague (21
October), Tbilisi (22 October) and Ganja in Azerbaijan
(from 6 December). In addition to scheduled services,
the airline is currently operating a number of charter
flights, notably to Hurghada, Marsa Alam and Sharm ElSheikh in Egypt, as an analysis of the airline’s weekly
flights for mid-October (shown in the table below) makes
clear. With the recent signing of a Common Aviation
Area Agreement between the EU and Ukraine, it will be
interesting to see how the airline responds to the

opportunities that this offers. Wizz Air, for one, has
already announced plans to launch new EU routes from
a number of airports in Ukraine.
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Odessa opportunities
Bees Airline started scheduled services between Odessa
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Istanbul IST now Europe’s busiest airport; dominant Turkish Airlines
serving over 220 destinations non-stop this winter including 11 in US
The need for a new airport in Istanbul was driven by the
phenomenal growth at Istanbul Atatürk Airport, which
saw traffic grow from just over 12 million passengers in
2003 to over 50 million just 10 years later. Construction
began on the new airport, located around 35 kilometres
northwest of central Istanbul, in 2015.
When the new airport fully opened in April 2019 (taking
over all flights from the old airport) it ranked as Europe’s
fifth busiest airport, after London LHR, Paris CDG,
Amsterdam and Frankfurt. By the end of 2019 the facility
was handling the equivalent of almost 70 million
passengers per annum.
Europe’s leading airport for most of the last year
When the pandemic struck last spring, the airport saw
virtually no traffic for well over two months. However, by
August it was handling almost two million passengers
per month, making it Europe’s fourth busiest airport
after Moscow DME, Moscow SVO and Paris CDG. Two
months later, it had become Europe’s busiest airport for
the first time, handling 1.93 million passengers. Since
then it has been Europe’s busiest airport every month,
except in May and June of this year, when first Moscow
DME and then Moscow SVO topped the rankings.
Turkish Airlines accounts for 80% of flights
Not surprisingly, the local flag-carrier, Turkish Airlines, is
the dominant airline at the airport accounting for 80% of
all flights (and seats) in November, according to Cirium
Data and Analytics schedules. While Turkish Airlines is
operating almost 2,400 weekly departures from the
airport, the next busiest airline is Russia’s Nordwind
Airlines with just 37, followed by Aeroflot’s low-cost
subsidiary Pobeda with 29. In terms of seats offered,
Emirates ranks second ahead of the two Russian carriers.
Turkish Airlines is currently offering non-stop flights to
229 destinations around the world, of which 42 are in
Turkey. Prior to the pandemic it was over 260
destinations. In addition, a number of other long-haul
destinations are served via an intermediate stop, often
as part of a triangle routing. This year has seen the Star
Alliance member start new routes to Vancouver (2 May),
New York EWR (21 May), Fergana in Uzbekistan (8 June)
and Dallas/Fort Worth (21 September).
US is #1 market by ASKs
The massive domestic market leads the way for flights
and seat capacity, but when measured by ASKs, which
also takes into account sector length, the US market
leads the way, well clear of the domestic market. Turkish
Airlines is currently serving 11 US airports with non-stop
flights. It faces no direct competition on any of these
routes as no US carrier serves Istanbul at present.
While the leading country markets feature some of
Europe’s biggest air travel markets (shown in blue), the
list also includes some less obvious markets such as
Colombia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Mexico, Singapore,
Thailand and Uzbekistan. In total over 100 countries are
served by non-stop flights from Istanbul IST this winter.
Several new airlines welcomed post-pandemic

Ukraine’s SkyUp Airlines which began service from Kiev
in September 2020 and then added service from four
other Ukrainian airports, although some routes have
since been suspended.

Despite the pandemic, the airport has continued to
attract new carriers in the last 20 months. This includes

Air Arabia returned to the airport after well over a
decade away with flights from Sharjah, while flydubai
began daily service from Dubai in May, thus increasing
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options for travellers coming from, or going to, the
Middle East. Between now and the end of the year,
Istanbul IST will welcome at least one more new
destination to its network. Air Arabia Maroc plans to
start a weekly service from its base in Fez.

Turkish Airlines already serves Casablanca and
Marrakech in Morocco with daily flights, but not Fez.
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Istanbul IST stays top of European passenger rankings in September
as Heathrow rises to just outside the top 10; Tirana traffic up 15%
For the third straight month, Istanbul’s main airport was
Europe’s busiest in September, handling just over four
million passengers. However, that is still 39% down
compared with the same month in 2019. Its nearest rival
last month was again another Turkish airport, Antalya.
That airport welcomed over 3.8 million passengers, a
decline of 21% compared with two years ago.
Munich replaces Athens in top 15
Moscow SVO, which had led the way in June, remains in
third place for a second month. Amsterdam is in fourth
place, while Frankfurt has passed Paris CDG into fifth
place last month. The biggest gainer within the top 15 is
London LHR, which climbs two places from 13th in
August to 11th in September. Watch out for it finally
breaking back into the top 10 in October. Munich is a
new entry in the top 15, replacing Athens.
Among the top 15 airports last month, there were three
each located in Russia, Spain and Turkey, plus two in
France and Germany. The remaining two airports were in
the Netherlands (Amsterdam) and the UK (London LHR).
For a second month in a row, Moscow VKO is in 16th
place (1.82m), just ahead of Athens (1.77m), Lisbon
(1.63m), Vienna (1.58m) and Rome FCO (1.51m).
In August, the 15th busiest airport handled 2.11 million
passengers. For September this has fallen to 1.83 million
as the peak summer holiday period has passed. In
August there were 39 airports handling at least one
million passengers. In September, this has fallen to 35,
again, due to seasonality.
Traffic at around 57% of 2019 level in September

(64%), Milan MXP (60%), London STN (57%), Dublin
(56%) and Berlin (55%).
Among other European capital city airports there are
some notable extremes. Albania’s Tirana Airport
welcomed just over 390,000 passengers in September,
which was 15% more than in September 2019. At the
other end of the scale is Helsinki. The airport serving the
Finnish capital welcomed 477,000 passengers in
September, which is still 75% down on two years ago.

down only 16%.) Turkey saw a drop of 27% in passengers
in September. This is worse than the 22% drop it
reported in July and the 21% drop noted in August.

Russian traffic at over 80% of pre-pandemic

Among western Europe’s five biggest air travel markets,
Italy and Spain were both down 40%, while French
airport traffic was down 46%. German airports were
down 53% overall, while across all UK airports demand
was down around 65%. This was the UK’s best
performance of the year so far as travel restrictions were
eased further during the month.

Among the other airports with more than one million
passengers in September, London LGW had the biggest
reduction in passengers at 76%, followed by Rome FCO

At a country level, among Europe’s biggest country
markets Russia led the way in September with a drop of
17%. In July it had been down 22% and down 18% in
August. (Border sharing Ukraine, it is worth noting, is

In Europe’s Nordic and Baltic countries, Norway is down
44%, Iceland and Lithuania are both down 46%, Estonia
is down 47%, Denmark down 51%, Latvia down 55%,
Sweden down 61% and Finland down 75%.
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Across all the airports that handled at least one million
passengers, traffic was down on average 43% in
September compared with 40% in August. This is a
potentially worrying sign. Among the top 15 airports, St.
Petersburg was down only 3%, Moscow DME down just
6% and Istanbul SAW down 14%. At the other extreme,
London LHR is still down 62%, Munich down 60%, Paris
CDG down 57% and Frankfurt down 54%.

Rome FCO welcomes rapid growth of Ryanair and Wizz Air networks
as ITA Airways takes over from Alitalia; Spain still #1 foreign market
In 2019, Italy’s Rome Fiumicino Airport ranked as
Europe’s 11th busiest airport, handling 43.4 million
passengers. Since 2000 total traffic had grown by 68%
but there was a significant difference between domestic
and international growth. While developments in the
national high-speed rail network had contributed to
domestic air travel falling by 11%, international
passengers had grown by more than 140%. The on-going
issues surrounding Alitalia notwithstanding, many
foreign carriers were keen to offer Rome as part of their
route network. Last year traffic fell by 78% as a result of
the pandemic.
In the peak months of July and August, Rome Fiumicino
handled close to 4.5 million passengers per month in
2019. Last year saw the airport fail to reach one million
passengers in any month. However, in August and
September of this year, demand exceeded 1.5 million
passengers, with the airport ranking 20th in September
among European airports. The airport’s seasonality
profile is very consistent as can be seen in the graph.
Ryanair closing in on ITA Airways
As the busiest airport in Italy, the country’s flag-carrier
is, not surprisingly, the airport’s leading airline. That role
has now been handed over from Alitalia to ITA Airways
(see page 3). The new airline still uses Alitalia’s IATA
code of AZ as well as many of its fleet of Airbus aircraft.
However, whereas Alitalia was for many years by far the
airport’s leading carrier, Ryanair has been developing
significantly at the airport. While ITA Airways offers over
310,000 departing seats from the airport in November,
Ryanair is now offering over 210,000.
Wizz Air has four based aircraft
The third busiest carrier at the airport is now Wizz Air,
which opened a four aircraft base at Fiumicino in July
and has increased capacity by over 150% compared with
pre-pandemic November 2019. The fourth biggest
carrier, Volotea, is a new carrier at the airport, having
been awarded the contract (until May 2022) for serving
the three Sardinian airports of Alghero, Cagliari and
Olbia. It only began operating from Fiumicino on 15
October.
Flyr, Sky Express, Volotea new in 2021
Although it has been a tough year for all airports, Rome
has welcomed three significant new airlines in 2021.
Norway’s new carrier Flyr began Oslo service in midOctober with its 737-800s, while Greek carrier Sky
Express started Athens flights in July using its A320neos.
The Greek capital is now served by four carriers with
Ryanair joining in at the start of the winter 2021 season
to provide Aegean Airlines, ITA Airways and Sky Express
with additional competition. As mentioned earlier
Volotea stepped in to replace Alitalia on the three
Sardinian routes.

reduction in capacity of between 50% and 65%.
However, a couple of the top 15 country markets are
reporting growth compared with 2019.
Thanks to new Ryanair services to Billund and
Copenhagen, the Danish market is up 77%, while the
almost 50% increase in seats to Romania from the
airport can be attributed primarily to Wizz Air now
operating to several destinations in the country from
Rome FCO, having previously operated them from Rome
CIA.
Long-haul and domestic networks impacted

The pandemic has particularly impacted long-haul traffic,
especially to Asia, and at the start of the winter season
Rome has currently lost
over 30 long-haul routes
that were served in
November
2019.
In
addition, there are also no
longer domestic routes to
Florence, Milan Bergamo,
Milan Malpensa and Pisa.
These routes were all
previously
served
by
Alitalia.

Looking at seat capacity planned in November by
destination country, the leading international markets
are Spain, France and Germany, all of which are down
between 25% and 35% compared with November 2019.
The leading non-European countries are the US, Israel
and the UAE, all three of which are still showing a

The Florence and Pisa
routes are around 250
kilometres, while
the
Milan routes are around
500 kilometres. High speed
rail connects Rome and
Florence in under two
hours and Milan in just
over three hours, so it will
be interesting to see if
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Spain and France top country rankings

these domestic routes resume once long-haul operations
pick up.
On a positive note, Rome FCO now has non-stop service
to several destinations that were not served in
November 2019. These include Billund (with Ryanair),
Eindhoven (Ryanair and Wizz Air), Fuerteventura
(Ryanair and Wizz Air), Liverpool (Ryanair), Paris
Beauvais (Ryanair), Porto (Ryanair), Reykjavik (Wizz Air),
Santander (Ryanair), Tallinn (Wizz Air) and Zagreb
(Ryanair). By next March, several long-haul services
should have resumed and there will also be new/
resumed services to Aqaba (Wizz Air), Marrakech (Wizz
Air), Pristina (Wizz Air), Toulouse (Vueling) and several
destinations in the UK.

6

Paris Orly sees Transavia and Vueling grow their presence this winter
as Air France reduces flights and drops some key domestic routes
Latest passenger figures show that Paris ORY handled
1.83m passengers in September (down 30% versus the
same month in 2019) which ranks it 15th among
European airports, down from 12th in August. The
airport has long been perceived as being dominated by
Air France, but even before the pandemic struck the
carrier only accounted for around one-third of seat
capacity. However, when combined with the capacity
offered by its in-house LCC Transavia, the Air France
Group’s share of airport seats increases to close to 50%.
Vueling benefits from Air France slots
More recently Air France has had to give up 18 daily slots
at the airport in return for EU approval of the airline’s €4
billion recapitalisation by the French government. These
were then awarded to Vueling who subsequently
announced plans to start over 20 new routes from Orly
beginning in early November.
Meanwhile, as Air France has cut back its operations at
Orly, Transavia has increased its capacity. In the week
before the start of the winter season the airline began
service to Berlin, Krakow, Rome FCO, Santiago de
Compostela and Stockholm ARN, with domestic flights to
Montpellier beginning on 8 November. In addition,
seasonal flights to Amman, Cape Verde and Hurghada
are all expected to start before the end of the year.
Air France transfers some domestic routes to Transavia
Compared with November 2019, Air France no longer
serves nine domestic routes from Paris ORY. Some of
these routes have been transferred to Transavia:

• Mulhouse (19-weekly in Nov 19)
• Nantes (21-weekly in Nov 19)

• Biarritz (35-weekly in Nov 19, Transavia flies 22weekly in Nov 21)

• Toulon (37-weekly in Nov 19, Transavia flies 21weekly in Nov 21)

• Bordeaux (61-weekly in Nov 19)

Routes to Bordeaux, Lyon and Nantes have been
dropped from Paris ORY as a result of the French
government introducing a ban earlier this year on all
domestic flights where the comparable rail journey
would take less than two hours and 30 minutes.

• Brest (37-weekly in Nov 19, Transavia flies 4-weekly in
Nov 21)
• Clermont-Ferrand (22-weekly in Nov 19, Amelia flies
11-weekly in Nov 21)

• Lyon (21-weekly in Nov 19)
• Montpellier (60-weekly in Nov 19, Transavia flies 25weekly in Nov 21)

The ANKER Report

Flights from these airports to Paris CDG are still allowed
to facilitate connections on international routes. The
original proposal had been to ban flights where the
alternative by rail would have taken less than four hours.
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Eurowings launches two aircraft Prague base with nine new routes in
first week; additional new routes already announced for summer ‘22
With considerable fanfare, Lufthansa’s low-cost
subsidiary Eurowings launched its base in Prague on
Sunday 31 October. Two aircraft are now based at the
Czech airport, an A319 (registration OE-LYX) and an A320
(registration OE-IQC). In the first week of operation nine
new routes have been launched, to complement the
airline’s existing 12-weekly service from Düsseldorf. Two
additional routes are set to launch before the end of
January 2022.
The new routes launched during the first week are
(competing airlines):
• Athens: launched 2 November, 2-weekly (Aegean
Airlines)
• Barcelona: launched 31 October, 4-weekly (Ryanair,
Vueling)
• Birmingham: launched 1 November, 3-weekly
(Jet2.com)

• Bristol: launched 31 October, 3-weekly (easyJet)
• Copenhagen: launched 31 October, 4-weekly (Czech
Airlines, Norwegian, Ryanair)
• Fuerteventura: launched 31 October, weekly
(SmartWings)
• Malaga: launching on 4 November, 3-weekly (Ryanair,
SmartWings)
• Milan MXP: launched 31 October, 4-weekly (easyJet)
• Tenerife TFS: launching on 6 November, weekly
(SmartWings)
All of the routes face direct head-to-head competition,
with two routes (Barcelona and Malaga) already being
served by two other airlines, and Copenhagen being
served by three. Now may be a great time to visit Prague
if you live near Copenhagen! Ryanair and SmartWings
both compete on three routes, easyJet on two, and
Aegean Airlines, Czech Airlines, Jet2.com, Norwegian and
Vueling on one each.
In addition, a 3-weekly service to Tel Aviv is set to begin
on 22 December, while a weekly Zagreb service is
currently set to start in mid-January, though the launch
date for this has already been pushed back twice.
Room for more flights based on current schedule
For the week commencing Monday 8 November, Cirium
Data and Analytics shows Eurowings operating 37 flights
from Prague, 25 from the two Prague-based aircraft and
a further 12 from Düsseldorf-based aircraft.
The two aircraft appear to be somewhat under-utilised
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Schedule data for December
suggests that the aircraft will be completely idle on those
days. In January there are currently set to be 28 weekly
flights on the locally based aircraft, increasing to 33 in
February and 35 in March.
More German links coming soon
Two other German routes (Cologne Bonn and Hamburg)
are included in the airline’s press release referring to 14
routes being offered from Prague this winter. Eurowings
and its predecessor germanwings have served Prague
non-stop from Cologne Bonn from March 2003 until
March 2020. Non-stop service is set to resume from 4
March 2022 according to Cirium data.
Hamburg was previously served from March 2014 to
March 2019 and then again in September and October of
this year. However, the service is being discontinued
over winter and then resuming 4-weekly at the end of
March 2022.
More new routes announced for next summer
While celebrating the launch of its new base, Eurowings
unveiled a list of new destinations that will be served
from Prague next summer with non-stop flights; three in
Spain, two in Greece and one each in Cyprus, Portugal
and Sweden. They are:

• Faro (weekly from 7 May): served by SmartWings in
S19
• Larnaca (2-weekly from 2 April): served by Cyprus
Airways and Wizz Air in S21

• Palma de Mallorca (2-weekly from 29 March): served
by Ryanair and SmartWings in S21
• Stockholm ARN (4-weekly from 27 March): served by
Czech Airlines, Norwegian and SAS in S21
• Valencia (2-weekly from 30 March): will be served by
SmartWings in S22
Eurowings also mentioned in its press release that it
would be offering flights from Prague to Rome. However,
this service will require a connection at one of the
airline’s German airports. Rome was served non-stop
from Prague in 2021 by both Ryanair and Wizz Air.

• Alicante (weekly from 27 March): not served by any
carrier in S21
• Heraklion (weekly from 1 May): served by Aegean
Airlines and SmartWings in S21

• Corfu (weekly from 7 May): served by Ryanair and
SmartWings in S21
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Ryanair and Wizz Air lead recovery rankings among Europe’s biggest
airlines; November seat capacity in Europe at 73% of 2019 figure
Latest air traffic movement data from Eurocontrol (to
Saturday 13 November) reveals that flights across all
airlines (including cargo airlines such as DHL) are at 78%
of the level seen in mid-November 2019. This compares
with around 72% when The ANKER Report last examined
these figures five weeks ago. A look at the graph below
which tracks 12 of Europe’s biggest airlines reveals a
spike in the recovery around two weeks ago. This can be
explained by the timing of the changeover to the winter
schedule (W21/22) which took place a few days later this
year than in 2019.
Ryanair and Wizz Air lead recovery
Europe’s two leading ULCCs have both recently recorded
periods when their 2021 flight numbers surpassed those
achieved in 2019. Not all (U)LCCs have performed as
well. While Vueling is at just over 70%, easyJet is at only
just over 60%, Eurowings is at 57% and Norwegian is at
around 53%. Volotea’s figure of 140% is down to the
carrier recently launching six Italian domestic routes to
Sardinia from Rome FCO and Milan LIN.
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Turkish Airlines recovery falters
Among flag-carriers, Turkish Airlines has seen its rate of
recovery dip from close to 90% to just over 80%. This
leaves it not far ahead of Iberia (79.2%), KLM (78.7%)
and Air France (75.6%). Not recovering as quickly are
Lufthansa (65.2%), SAS (61.5%) and British Airways
(54.6%). While the resumption of non-essential travel
between Europe and the US last week (8 November) is to
be welcomed, the resulting increase in flights for these
carriers is relatively small in absolute terms, as many of
these service were already being operated, primarily for
cargo reasons, but also for essential travellers and
connecting traffic.

Among airports, Frankfurt led the way with 985 flights
on Saturday 13 November, ahead of Amsterdam (908),
Istanbul IST (894), Paris CDG (851), a recovering London
LHR (783) and Madrid (751).
European seat capacity down 27% in November

In absolute terms, the leading airline across Europe for
flights on Saturday 13 November was Ryanair with 2,184
flights. The Irish carrier operated more than twice as
many flights as its nearest rival, Turkish Airlines, which
registered 1,049 flights. Lufthansa was third with 930
flights ahead of Air France (753), easyJet (585) and Wizz
Air (535).

Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedules for
November indicates that seat capacity across all
European airports is set to be down around 27%
compared with November 2019. Analysis by country
reveals that three countries are expecting to see an
increase in seat capacity compared with two years ago.
They are Bosnia & Herzegovina, Montenegro and
Albania. Wizz Air has been the main driver of growth in
both Bosnia & Herzegovina and Albania, while Air
Montenegro (launched earlier this year out of the failed
carrier Montenegro Airlines) has helped the Montenegro
market recover. Among Europe’s biggest air travel
markets, Germany and the UK both rank in the bottom
10 for recovery rates. Only Finland, Belarus and the
Czech Republic have lower recovery rates than the UK.
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EU and Ukraine finally sign Common Aviation Area Agreement; Wizz
Air announces 20 new routes as market prepares for rapid growth
In 2006, the European Commission received a mandate
from the Council to negotiate a ‘Common Aviation Area’
Agreement with Ukraine. The negotiations were
concluded in 2013, but due to the dispute between
Spain and the UK over the airport of Gibraltar, it was not
possible for the EU to sign the agreement earlier.
On 12 October 2021 the agreement was finally signed,
creating an environment that could result in rapid
growth in air travel demand between the EU and
Ukraine. Wizz Air responded within days by announcing
over 20 new routes between Ukraine and the EU, with
new services from Kharkiv, Kiev IEV, Lviv and Odessa.
Huge potential for growth
With a population in excess of 40 million and around
10% larger in area than metropolitan France, Ukraine is a
potentially massive market. While France’s top 15
airports welcomed around 182 million passengers in
2019, Ukraine’s airports handled fewer than 25 million.
Since June 2017, Ukrainian citizens with biometric
passports have been allowed to travel visa-free to
European countries within the Schengen Area. However,
Ukrainians are still required to obtain a visa to visit the
UK.
Looking at annual seat capacity between Western
Europe and Ukraine confirms the impact that the easing
of travel restrictions had from 2017 onwards. By 2019
seat capacity had doubled in this market compared with
just five years earlier. Kiev’s main airport has seen its
share of this market decline from around 75% in 2008/09
to just over 60% in 2018 and 2019. Since the pandemic
its share has fallen further to just over 50%. Conversely,
Lviv, Odessa and Kharkiv have seen their 2021 capacity
to Western Europe already return to the same level as in
2019.
Wizz Air set for rapid Ukrainian growth
Analysis of the latest schedule data for this winter
reveals that for the week commencing 8 November,
Ryanair and Wizz Air are by far the largest carriers for
scheduled flights between Ukraine and the EU. Ryanair
currently leads with 189 flights with Wizz Air on 143.
Then comes LOT Polish Airlines and Ukraine
International Airlines with just 47 each.
Wizz Air has responded quickly to the new aviation
environment and has announced plans to grow from
four airports in the Ukraine. While launch dates can be
rather slippery when it comes to Wizz Air services, the
following new routes are planned from each airport with
the launch dates based on the first bookable flight on the
airline’s website as of 26 October 2021. Nearly all routes
will be served with two weekly flights.
From Kharkiv to: Milan MXP (31 October 2021),
Pardubice (2 June 2022), Rome FCO (31 October 2021),
Thessaloniki (29 March 2022), Venice TSF (29 March
2022);
From Kiev IEV to: Alicante (2 July 2022), Barcelona (27
March 2022), Basel/Mulhouse (1 August 2022), Bologna
(29 March 2022), Brussels CRL (19 December 2021),
Catania (27 March 2022), Chania (2 August 2022),
Debrecen (19 December 2021), Eindhoven (18 December
2021), Madrid (3 May 2022), Malaga (2 May 2022), Nice
(3 May 2022), Palma de Mallorca (1 August 2022), Paris
BVA (17 December 2021), Porto (1 July 2022), Stockholm
NYO (16 December 2021);
From Lviv to: Athens (4 June 2022), Barcelona (28 March
2022), Brussels CRL (1 June 2022), Eindhoven (27 March
2022), Madrid (27 March), Nice (1 June 2022), Paris BVA
(28 March 2022), Thessaloniki (2 June 2022), Venice TSF
(2 June 2022);
From Odessa to: Athens (2 July 2022), Bologna (29
March 2022), London LTN (27 March 2022), Milan MXP
(27 March 2022), Pardubice (2 July 2022)
Ryanair yet to reveal S22 plans for Ukraine
Ryanair’s Ukraine operation is focussed on Kiev KBP
airport, the country’s busiest. Out of Ryanair’s 177
weekly flights in November, 101 are from this airport
with 42 from Lviv, 22 from Odessa and 12 from Kharkiv.
So far, the airline has added eight new routes for the
coming winter season (five from Lviv and three from
Kieb KBP), as well as resuming several services that last
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operated in S20. However, its plans for next summer
have yet to be revealed, but it seems likely that the
airline will respond to Wizz Air’s clear intention to
become the leading carrier between Ukraine and the EU.
The new routes announced so far are:

From Kiev KBP to: Malta (2 November 2021), Riga (15
November 2021), Turin (4 November 2021);
From Lviv to: Bari (31 October 2021), Manchester (5
November 2021), Palermo (2 November), Pisa (2
November), Riga (18 November 2021);
From Odessa to: Venice VCE (27 March 2022)

flights from Paris ORY to Kiev KBP (2-weekly from 5
December) and Qatar Airways launching service from
Doha to Odessa (3-weekly from 9 December).
UIA’s network is half of what it was

National carrier Ukraine International Airlines served
around 30 destinations non-stop from Kiev this summer
with scheduled flights, compared with almost 60 in the
summer of 2019. While no new routes appear to be
planned at present, Cirium Data and Analytics schedule
information indicates that 4-weekly service to Rome FCO
will resume from 10 December.

Local carriers SkyUp Airlines and Bees Airline growing
Ukraine’s own LCC, SkyUp Airlines, has announced all
sorts of routes to western Europe during the last couple
of years, but for various reasons, many of them failed to
materialise. Now, with a fleet of 15 737s and the new
‘open-skies’ arrangement with the EU, the airline may
finally be able to operate some of the routes to France,
Germany, Italy and Scandinavia which had previously
been promoted but had never actually launched.
Another local carrier, Bees Airline, which operates a fleet
of four 737-800s, is gradually expanding its scheduled
route network, including a new route between Odessa
and Prague, which launched on 21 October (see page 3).
In recent weeks, other airlines have announced plans for
new routes to Ukraine. These include Vueling offering
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North America welcomes 112 new routes in last five weeks involving
104 airports as US demand stable at 75%-80% of pre-pandemic level
The latest daily figures provided by the US TSA show that
average weekly passenger numbers passing through US
airports have stabilised at around 75%-80% of the level
they were back in 2019, with that figure rising to around
85% on national holidays such as Independence Day (4
July) and Labor Day (6 September).
Airlines launch 112 new routes in last five weeks
During the last five weeks (9 October to 12 November)
The ANKER Report has identified 112 new routes
launched by airlines across North America. Of these 73
were US domestic routes, with a further 33 being
international routes involving US airports. The remaining
six routes comprised four international routes from
Mexico and two from Canada.
New international routes from the US have included
services to the Bahamas, Canada, Costa Rica, the
Dominican Republic, India, Jamaica, Mexico, Sweden and
the UK.

22 airlines launch new services
The 112 new routes were flown by a total of 22 airlines,
of which 12 were US carriers. Frontier added 33 new
routes followed by American with 20, aha! with eight,
and Southwest and Swoop both with seven. Among the
foreign carriers launching new routes to North America
were Austrian Airlines, Eurowings Discover, Finnair, Flair,
KLM, Virgin Atlantic and WestJet.
In terms of competition, 64 of the new routes do not, at
present, face direct competition. That means that 48 of
the routes airlines have chosen to launch will face direct
competition from at least one other carrier. On 31 of
these routes competition comes from just one
competitor, while a further 12 routes are already served
by two other carriers. Four routes have three
competitors. One route started by Southwest, from
Chicago ORD to Cancun is already served by four other
carriers; American, Frontier, Spirit and United.
104 airports welcomed a new service

A total of 104 airports welcomed at least one of the 112
new routes launched in the last five weeks. Leading the
way with 16 new routes was Orlando, with Frontier
accounting for 14 of them. Avelo and Virgin Atlantic each
launched one new route to Orlando.
Miami came second with 14 new routes split between
three carriers; Frontier with nine, American with four
and Finnair launching flights from Stockholm ARN. New
York LGA and Reno were tied in third place, each with
eight new services.
Allegiant, Frontier and Spirit all growing in November
Analysis of schedule data for November shows that
American still has a healthy lead over its nearest rivals,
Delta and Southwest, in terms of seats offered from US
airports. Among the three US global carriers, American
has the highest percentage recovery with capacity now
at 96% of its November 2019 figure, while Delta is at just
over 88% and United at just under 88%. Leading the way
for seat recovery among US carriers are the country’s
three ULCCs; Allegiant seats are up 13%, Frontier seats
are up 8% and Spirit capacity is up 3%.
Miami and Phoenix seats up on 2019
Among the top 20 US airports (those offering the most
seats in November 2021), two are offering more seats
than they did in October 2019. They are Miami (+18.2%),
and Phoenix (+3.6%). At the other end of the ranking
comes San Francisco, where capacity is still at only 65%
of November 2019. All of the other top 20 airports have
now recovered at least 75% of their 2019 seat capacity.
Among the top 50 US airports several others are also
reporting capacity growth compared with 2019. They are
led by Austin (+19.4%), Fort Myers (+13.5%) and Maui
(+10.1%) which have all seen double-digit capacity
growth. Orange County (+6.2%), Salt Lake City (+4.6%)
and Nashville (+2.8%) are also all expecting an increase
in available seats this month.
If measured by additional flights, Miami again leads the
way with a net increase of 1,531 flights compared with
November 2019. Austin is second with an additional
1,493 flights, representing a 26% increase versus two
years ago. Third and fourth are Sarasota/Bradenton (727
more flights, +87%) and Fort Myers (432, +13%).
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Contour Airlines now serving 17 airports in the US with 10 ERJ-135s
Contour Airlines (IATA code LF) is the regional airline
brand of Contour Aviation, based in Smyrna, Tennessee.
It began scheduled services in 2016 between Nashville
and Tupelo in Mississippi. It currently operates a fleet of
10 Embraer ERJ-135s, which have been configured with
just 30 leather seats.
Flights bookable from 17 airports
The airline’s website lists 17 airports from which
scheduled flights can be booked. Last week, on 12
October, Contour Airlines launched four new non-stop
routes. These were from Indianapolis to Milwaukee,
Nashville and Pittsburgh, as well as between Milwaukee
and Pittsburgh. This raised its network to a total 12 nonstop routes. To serve these new markets the airline
operates the following:
• Flight LF 3601: Pittsburgh – Indianapolis – Milwaukee
– Pittsburgh
• Flight LF 3602: Pittsburgh – Milwaukee – Indianapolis
– Pittsburgh
• Flight LF 3603: Indianapolis – Nashville
• Flight LF 3604: Nashville – Indianapolis

All routes are scheduled to operate on a daily basis. A
13th route, connecting Nashville with GreenvilleSpartanburg in South Carolina, is expected to launch on
17 November just in time for Thanksgiving.

• Indianapolis (IND) to Nashville (BNA): 401km, 7weekly;
• Indianapolis (IND) to Pittsburgh (PIT): 523km, 7weekly;
• Macon (MCN) to Baltimore/Washington (BWI):
956km, 12-weekly;
• Milwaukee (MKE) to Indianapolis (IND): 383km, 7weekly;
• Milwaukee (MKE) to Pittsburgh (PIT): 694km, 6weekly;
• Nashville (BNA) to Greenville (GLH): 491km, 5-weekly;
• Nashville (BNA) to Greenville-Spartanburg (GSP):
428km, starting 17 November;
• Nashville (BNA) to Indianapolis (IND): 401km, 7weekly;
• Nashville (BNA) to Tupelo (TUP): 282km, 14-weekly;
• Oakland (OAK) to Crescent City (CEC): 483km, 7weekly;
• Page (PGA) to Phoenix (PHX): 391km, 9-weekly;
• Parkersburg (PKB) to Beckley (BKW): 175km, 12weekly;
• Phoenix (PHX) to Page (PGA): 391km, 9-weekly;
• Pittsburgh (PIT) to Indianapolis (IND): 523km, 7-

weekly;
• Pittsburgh (PIT) to Milwaukee (MKE): 694km, 6weekly;
• Tupelo (TUP) to Nashville (BNA): 282km, 14-weekly.
Contour Airlines is the only airline currently offering
scheduled services at seven of these airports; Beckley,
Crescent City, Greenville, Macon, Page, Parkersburg and
Tupelo. The airline’s website route map also shows a
service connecting St. Louis (STL) with Fort Leonard
Wood (TBN), a route of just 192 kilometres. However,
according to Cirium Data and Analytics, this route ended
on 30 September, having been operated 2-daily.

The full list of the airline’s currently bookable flights are:
• Baltimore/Washington (BWI) to Macon (MCN):
956km, 12-weekly;
• Beckley (BKW) to Charlotte (CLT): 285km, 12-weekly;
• Beckley (BKW) to Parkersburg (PKB): 175km, 12weekly;
• Charlotte (CLT) to Beckley (BKW): 285km, 12-weekly;
• Crescent City (CEC) to Oakland (OAK): 483km, 7weekly;
• Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) to Greenville (GLH): 568km,
7-weekly;
• Greenville (GLH) to Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW): 568km,
7-weekly;
• Greenville (GLH) to Nashville (BNA): 491km, 5-weekly;
• Greenville-Spartanburg (GSP) to Nashville (BNA):
428km, starting 17 November;
• Indianapolis (IND) to Milwaukee (MKE): 383km, 7weekly;

aha! takes on challenge of connecting Reno to smaller airports
When ExpressJet Airlines (IATA code EV) lost its contract
to operate feeder flights for United Airlines last
September its future was uncertain. The carrier first
began operating in 1987 and since then operated flights
on behalf of American, Delta and United and was at one
time the world’s largest operator of Embraer ERJ-145s.
Now the airline has returned with a new brand, aha!,
which stands for air, hotel and adventure. Initially, the
airline will operate four 50-seat ERJ-145s from a base at
Reno-Tahoe International Airport in Nevada and operate
to eight destinations on the US West Coast.
First flight was on 24 October
The airline’s first route to Pasco/Tri-Cities in Washington
launched on Sunday 24 October followed by Bakersfield
in California on Monday 25 October. The remaining six
routes began operating on the following dates:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medford/Ashland in Oregon on 31 October
Eugene/Springfield in Oregon on 1 November
Ontario in California on 4 November
Redmond/Bend in Oregon on 5 November
Eureka/Arcata in California on 9 November
Fresno/Yosemite in California on 10 November

All eight routes will be served 3-weekly to start with. The
airline will operate four flights each day from Reno,
Monday to Friday and on Sunday. There are no flights on

Saturdays. None of these routes are served by any other
carrier. In the coming months the network is expected to
grow to more than 20 destinations.
According to the airline, the idea is that travellers will be
able to ‘enjoy Reno-Tahoe's regional bounty—including
exciting casino resorts and live entertainment, a diverse
art and dining scene, and the world-class ski-golfoutdoor activities around Lake Tahoe, North America's
largest alpine lake. Thrill seekers can also take in exciting
shows and annual events including Burning Man, Hot
August Nights, Reno Rodeo, Lake Tahoe Shakespeare
Festival, Barracuda Championship PGA TOUR event,
National Championship Air Races, Great Reno Balloon
Races, Lake Tahoe Snowfest, and more.’
Airline number 11 for Reno
According to Cirium Data and Analytics schedule
information Reno will now be home to 11 airlines in
November. The leading carriers by weekly frequency are
Southwest (118), American (74), United (62), Alaska
Airlines (55), Delta (48) and aha! (24). The other carriers
present are Allegiant (serving Las Vegas), JetBlue (serving
Los Angeles), Frontier (serving Las Vegas), Volaris
(serving Guadalajara) and JSX.

Tim Sieber, Head of ExpressJet's aha! business unit, said:
“The Reno-Tahoe region offers travellers a wide range of
fun and unique experiences. With the time savings of
non-stop flights and packages with great deals at a
curated collection of the best hotels and gaming resorts
in the region coming soon, we're giving travellers
everything they need to customize their own great, short
vacation.”
Subodh Karnik, CEO of ExpressJet, commented: “As
ExpressJet began developing post-COVID flying
opportunities that fit our history of serving smaller
communities with regional aircraft, we realized that the
old adage of 'getting there is half the fun' has become
'just getting there burns up half the vacation'. With so
many under-served communities and the allure of RenoTahoe, the aha! brand model practically leapt at us.”

The leading destinations (by flights) from Reno during
the week commencing 8 November will be Los Angeles
(86), Las Vegas (50), Phoenix PHX (42), Denver (37),
Seattle-Tacoma (30), Salt Lake City (27), San Francisco
(25) and Dallas/Fort Worth (21).
What they said
Shaun Carey, Chairman of the Reno-Tahoe Airport
Authority, said: “We are excited to announce aha! and
its innovative new air service at RNO. They are
connecting Northern Nevada to new markets from
across the west that will bring new visitors to our
spectacular region.”
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Corendon
...
BellinghamAirlines
in Washington
welcomes first ever Southwest service
Bellingham International Airport (IATA code BLI) lies in
Whatcom County, in the northern part of the state of
Washington, just 40 kilometres from the Canadian border and
90 kilometres from downtown Vancouver. It is estimated that
over half of the airport’s passengers are going to, or coming
from, destinations in Canada.
Between 2005 and 2013 the airport grew from fewer than
200,000 annual passengers to over 1.1 million in both 2012
and 2013. This growth was mostly driven by Alaska Airlines
and Allegiant. Alaska mostly focussed on increasing service to
its major hub in Seattle-Tacoma, but by 2013 was also serving
Las Vegas, Portland (Oregon) and two destinations in Hawaii.
Post-pandemic its only remaining service is to Seattle-Tacoma.
Low-cost alternative to Vancouver
Allegiant was initially only serving Las Vegas from Bellingham,
until 2007 when new routes to Palm Springs in California,
Phoenix AZA in Arizona and Reno in Nevada were added. By
2013 it was serving nine destinations, having added Los
Angeles, Oakland and San Diego, as well as Honolulu and
Kahului in Hawaii. On its website it refers to the airport as
Bellingham/Vancouver.

Between 2018 and 2020 the airline offered some flights to
Anchorage, Denver and Tucson. However, none of these
operated this year. In 2021 Allegiant has offered service to six
destinations from Bellingham; Las Vegas, Los Angeles,
Oakland, Palm Springs, Phoenix AZA and San Diego, with
almost half of its flights dedicated to the Las Vegas route.
Delta and Frontier have also served Bellingham
Delta operated flights from its Salt Lake City hub to
Bellingham between 2006 and 2008, while Frontier offered
flights to Denver between 2012 and 2014. Now, in a major
coup for the airport, it has attracted its first ever flights from
Southwest. The 50-year-old carrier launched its first flight at
the airport on 7 November. The LCC is offering a daily service
to Las Vegas and 2-daily service to Oakland. Both routes are
already served by Allegiant. Southwest has indicated that if
these routes are a success, Denver would be considered as its
next possible route.
Finally, San Juan Airlines is a locally-based airline that offers
scheduled and charter flights to the San Juan Islands, an
archipelago that lies between the state of Washington and
Vancouver Island. The carrier uses small Cessnas to operate
these services
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Spirit launches first nine routes from Miami; 22 more to come before
mid-January; Fort Lauderdale set to lose leading airport status?
For almost two decades, Fort Lauderdale has been Spirit
Airlines’s biggest base of operations, sometimes
welcoming more than twice as many flights as its nearest
rival. That may be set to change in 2022 now that Spirit
has launched its first flights (to nine destinations) from
nearby Miami on Wednesday 6 October. As a result, the
airline has reduced frequencies on a number of its Fort
Lauderdale services, although comparing Cirium Data
and Analytics schedule information for August 2021 and
December 2021 reveals that Spirit has only dropped four
routes from Fort Lauderdale; Greensboro, Hartford,
Minneapolis/St. Paul and Raleigh-Durham.
Of these, Hartford and Raleigh-Durham will launch from
Miami on 17 November. Spirit has also added three new
Fort Lauderdale routes in the fourth quarter of 2021;
Manchester in New Hampshire (on 7 October),
Milwaukee in Wisconsin (from 17 November) and
Tegucigalpa XPL in Honduras (also from 17 November).
Orlando becomes #1 for Spirit flights in December

The reduction in Fort Lauderdale flights means that in
December, Orlando will become Spirit’s leading airport
for aircraft movements, though Fort Lauderdale will
remain top for seats as the base will see a higher
proportion of operations using Spirit’s largest A321
aircraft. Measured by flights, Miami will already rank
fifth in Spirit’s network in December, behind Orlando,
Fort Lauderdale, Las Vegas and Los Angeles. In terms of
capacity, it will rank fourth, ahead of Los Angeles.
Spirit also offers flights to several other airports in
Florida; Fort Myers, Pensacola and Tampa as well as a
few flights to West Palm Beach. With over 800
departures from Miami in December, Spirit will become
the airport’s second biggest carrier in terms of flights
and seats. However, with over 10,600 departures,
American remains Miami’s leading airline by a long, long
way.
Miami: nine down, 22 to go
During its first two days in Miami, Spirit launched a total
of nine routes; four domestic and five international. The
US routes were to Atlanta, Atlantic City, Baltimore/
Washington and New York EWR. The non-US routes were
to Bogota and Medellin in Colombia, Guatemala City,
Port au Prince (Haiti) and Santo Domingo (Dominican
Republic).
Only Atlantic City is not served by another carrier and
Spirit faces at least three other carriers on five of the
routes. Spirit will serve all of these new routes daily,
apart from Guatemala City (flown 4-weekly). For more
details of the competition faces on each route, check out
the NAMNERD file, which can be downloaded free from
this website.
On Wednesday 17 November, Spirit is expecting to
launch a further 19 new routes from Miami. This time 14
will be to destinations on the US mainland and five to
airports in the Caribbean and Latin America.
• Double-daily service to: New York LGA;
• Daily service to: Barranquilla, Boston, Cali, Chicago
ORD, Cleveland, Dallas/Fort Worth, Denver, Detroit,
Hartford, Houston IAH, Las Vegas, Myrtle Beach,
Orlando MCO, Philadelphia, Raleigh-Durham and San
Juan;
• 4-weekly service to: Tegucigalpa XPL;
• 3-weekly service to: San Pedro Sula.
Finally, in early January, the last three new routes to San
Jose (Costa Rica), San Salvador (El Salvador) and St.
Thomas are set to begin. These services will begin with
either 3- or 4-weekly service.
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